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【Abstract】 

    In my thesis on detective narrative in Taiwan under Japanese colonization, I 

focus on the emergence and evolvement of the new popular genre to clarify how 

people accept, adapt and appropriate the western-stemmed genre into local fiction.  

    The era under Japanese colonization between 1895 and 1945 was a beginning of 

novelty and innovation; however, it was not the end of tradition and convention. Both 

cultures of late Qing China and late Meiji Japan, as well as western modern 

civilization introduced into Taiwan by China and Japan, all made colonial Taiwan an 

arena of modernity, coloniality and traditional values. I drew attention to popular 

literature and culture, another dimension different from the elite or high literature and 

was buried under the canonized discourse of resistance and decolonization in 

Taiwanese literary studies. The popular fiction in Taiwan reveals the subconsciousness 

hidden in the society at the turning point of modernization and colonization. 

    First of all, I start my survey from the social and literary context of emergence of 

detective narrative in Taiwan by mentioning the formation of modern mass media in 

nineteenth century Taiwan as well as the literary tradition of Chinese and Japanese 

literature, Gongan fiction and crime fictions. This part helps me to clarify the literary 

field of the emergence of detective narrative. Secondly, I pinpoint three starting-points 

of the emergence of detective narrative: Japanese and Chinese detective fictions in 

newspapers in early Japanese colonization, the police procedural, as well as the 

translation and introduction of modern western detective fiction. Thirdly, I point out 

some milestones of fictionization of detective narrative in Taiwan, including the form 

of “translation-rewriting”, the collaboration of several writers, the chivalric 

novelization, the children’s stories and the parody of western detective convention. 

Finally, I examine the cultural visions in the emergence and evolvement of detective 

narrative in Taiwan during Japanese ruling period through three aspects: the writers, 

the texts and the readers’ aspects and explore the coloniality, modernity and the 

popularity of the new popular genre in Taiwan. 
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